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What impact does Europeanization have on domestic environmental policy? And
to what extent is Europeanization causing national policies to converge? These
are the principal research questions purported by this collection of national
surveys. First, the editors seek to document the Europeanization of national
environmental policies since 1970 in 10 European states, namely Austria, Finland,
France, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden and the UK.
In this context, Europeanization is defined as domestic change inspired by the
EU. While focusing on national environmental policy, the editors subdivide the
dependent variable into policy content, policy structures and policy style. The
starting point for this analysis is the construction of a policy baseline for each
state in order to detect possible EU influence. In measuring Europeanization, they
utilize a five-point scale ranging from negative change (retrenchment) to
capacious adaptation (transformation).

The second objective of the book is to assess whether Europeanization causes
domestic policies to converge towards a common European model of governance.
To make the relationship between both bodies of academic research more tractable,
the editors focus on middle-range models of change. They apply four mechanisms
that are assumed to induce convergence: emulation, elite networking, harmonization
and penetration. Hereby, they examine which of the three aspects of national
policy—content, structures and style—are most prone to convergence.

The analysis concludes that in fact the EU had a significant impact on some facets
of the policy content in all 10 states. The general pattern is one of substantial
modifications concerning policy goals as well as the calibration of the policy devices,
and a more gradual change in terms of policy paradigms and instruments. EU
influence, although more incremental, is also apparent vis-à-vis policy structures,
expressed by new or additional structures, a profound Europeanization of the
domestic legal structures and an increased workload of several national environ-
mental officials. In accordance with corresponding research literature, the editors
identify central governmental departments, technical agencies and environmental
NGOs as winners in this process. Meanwhile, the relevance of national parliaments,
foreign ministries and sub-national units is diminished. In contrast, the EU impact
on domestic policy style appears rather humble, revealing the continuance of a
predominantly consensual policy style. However, the most interesting result of the
analysis is that the impact of the EU is differential, impacting the content of domestic
policy to a greater extent than national policy structures and styles. With reference to
the second research question, they identify a slight tendency towards convergence.
As in the first case, convergence occurred in terms of policy content rather than in
policy structures and styles. With regard to policy content, harmonization is
identified as the dominant mechanism, while (procedural) penetration is responsible
for convergence in structures and styles. However, the most remarkable finding of
the baseline-analysis is that national environmental policies were already convergent
before EU involvement.
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The book provides a coherent entrée to fashionable Europeanization research,
offering a general overview of the most important conceptions of this eclectic
framework. Moreover, the editors carefully delineate Europeanization from the
related concept of policy convergence. In doing so, they do not neglect to
emphasize the theoretical and methodological difficulties of both approaches. The
applied analytical framework is comprehensive, yet also satisfies demands for a
parsimonious model. The collection effectively manages to demonstrate how the
EU modified certain aspects of domestic policy and changed the relationship
between various national actors. However, its principal merit should be seen in
elucidating the relationship between Europeanization and policy convergence.
Since it refers to the entire environmental acquis, some national surveys remain
superficial and do not provide a homogenous picture of the policy sub-sectors.
Overall, this collection constitutes a useful introductory work on Europeanization
research and on European environmental policy in general. I principally
recommend this publication to undergraduate students and practitioners due to
its clear structure, the accessibility of the language and the broad overview.
However, graduate students might benefit from the book as well since it points to
substantial theoretical questions that should be added to the prospective research
agenda on Europeanization.
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